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Raw Vision is devoted to fhe many forms of intuitive
artistic expression that exist outside normal cultural
confines. These manifestations have many terms and
definitions: Art Brut, Outsider Art, Grassroots Art,

Contemporary Folk Art and Visionary Art being the most
common. Whatever the label. Raw Vision presents work of
genuine purity and personal meaning by a host of
extraordinary creators from all parts of the globe. The
outstanding link between all these is their individuality, their
idiosyncrasy and the power of their vision.

Raw Vision is concerned with the primal creative
force that has its roots deep in the psyche of man. The force
that is evident in the works of those who for one reason or
another find themselves unaffected by the full weight of
cultural conditioning and who form for themselves a truly
singular reality.

The articles in Row Vision are written by the world's
leading authorities in this unique area; each issue contains a
mass of photographic and visual material, the majority of
which has never been seen before.

Past and future articles in Row Vision include such
wonders as the creations and environments of Chomo in the
forest of Fontainebleau; the incredible output of thousands of
works by the Swiss genius Adolf Wolfli; the enormous
paintings of the French medium Augustin Lesoge; the
imaginative and intuitive paintings of the voodoo-inspired
Cinq Soleil group of Haiti; Nek Chond's Rock Garden in
Chandigarh, India, the largest visionary environment in the
world; tne massive Paradise Garden of the Rev Howard
Finster; the obsessively detailed city-scapes of Willem van
Genk; the extraordinary fantasy architecture of Charles Billy;
the paintings and sculptures of the township artists of South
Africa; the epic works of the Chicago recluse Henry Darger;
the powerful and moving 'Holocaust' of Pascal Verbena;
studies of schizophrenic expression; surveys of mediumistic
art; Contemporary Folk Art environments in the USA; Art
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Brut environments in France. Raw Vision has brought all
these sensational creations, ignored for years by the
conventional art world, to a wide international readership
for the first time.

Raw Vision is a unique document of the most
astounding creations in the world today. Raw Vision is in
contact with artists and researchers around the world who
share the inspiration of these exciting and visionary
c r e a t o r s .

Subscribe to this scholarly and yet sensational
publication. There exists no other magazine in the world that
presents the work and the information to be found in the
pages of Raw Vision.


